Malaria Epidemic Prediction Model by Using Twitter Data and Precipitation Volume in Nigeria
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ABSTRACT

Each year Malaria affects over 200 million people worldwide. Particularly, African continent is highly hit by this disease. According to many researches, this continent is ideal for Anopheles mosquitoes which transmit Malaria parasites to thrive. Rainfall volume is one of the major factor favoring the development of these Anopheles in the tropical Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). However, the surveillance, monitoring and reporting of this epidemic is still poor and bureaucratic only. In our paper, we proposed a method to fast monitor and report Malaria instances by using Social Network Systems (SNS) and precipitation volume in Nigeria. We used Twitter search Application Programming Interface (API) to live-stream Twitter messages mentioning Malaria, preprocessed those Tweets and classified them into Malaria cases in Nigeria by using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm and compared those Malaria cases with average precipitation volume. The comparison yielded a correlation of 0.75 between Malaria cases recorded by using Twitter and average precipitations in Nigeria. To ensure the certainty of our classification algorithm, we used an oversampling technique and eliminated the imbalance in our training Tweets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Malaria disease monitoring and reporting are still poor and bureaucratic despite the fact that it still poses a severe threat to humanity. Each year more than 200 million people are affected by this disease worldwide particularly SSA. According to the 2018 World Health Organization (WHO) reports released on 2018 November 16 on the year 2017 Malaria cases and deaths [1], 219 millions of Malaria cases occurred worldwide and an estimated <35,000 Malaria deaths were counted.

African regions carry a disproportionately high share of this global Malaria burden. In that 2017 year only, those regions were home to 92% of all worldwide Malaria cases and 93% of Malaria deaths. That report also stated that Nigeria is the first country out of five which accounts for nearly
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half of all Malaria cases worldwide therefore being the first country highly hit by Malaria with 25% of the total Malaria cases worldwide. The WHO also recommends that effective surveillance of Malaria cases and deaths is essential for identifying the areas or population groups that are most affected by Malaria, and for targeting resources for maximum impact.

One of the attributes of a strong surveillance system according to WHO is the high level of Malaria cases detection.

However, Malaria monitoring and evaluation in most of the endemic countries of SSA has been mainly based on periodic national household surveys [2]. Despite the fact that these methods are advantageous in their adequacy to capture the underlying variation in the sampled population and a flexibility of data collection instruments which can accommodate a number of questions on a variety of topics, the followings are some of their disadvantages. They are expensive, time consuming and labor intensive. If the measures of eliminating this pandemic continues to rely only on those methods, the eradication will remain a dream while the rate at which Malaria takes lives is increasing. In addition, these monitoring would not facilitate researchers to find ways to eradicate this disease because there continue to be a lack of sufficient and real-time Malaria data as the basis for further researches.

In the same WHO Malaria report of 2018, responsible ministries of endemic SSA countries are recommended to collect reports from their health facilities through health information systems in order to improve Malaria surveillance systems. However, there is still a common delay between the actual outbreak and the perception of those ministries. Consequently, the measures by those responsible ministries to stop a spread or react on the outbreak might not have effect because of that delay. Moreover the dominance of this endemic is in the part of the world where there are also economical and financial problems which might impede computerization of those health information systems. Therefore a cheaper, frequent, rapid and whole population covering Malaria surveillance and monitoring systems are indispensably needed. There is also a need to even not only rely on ground data to draw measures and planning about Malaria but also use other indicators like climatology to support the surveillance, reporting and warning population about this endemic.

Fortunately, Social media present a source of huge and rich information data covering different subject areas. These SNSs are increasingly being used as source of data in the monitoring [3] and reporting of many other diseases like Influenza and Ebola. Typically, Twitter as one of the microblogging SNS, can provide a robust platform for public health practitioners to detect incidences and manage intervention measures in Malaria prone areas [4]. Also according to a number of researches, the spreading of Malaria pandemic is highly linked to the precipitation volume especially in the tropical seasons therefore precipitation can also be used as another important warning factor to the potential occurrence of Malaria.

Since its creation in 2006, Twitter has been growing steadily and an average of over 200 million messages are currently posted every day. As a result, incredible amounts of information on an immense variety of domains are now available through their service. The Twitter data structure is compact so it forces users to post short comments. As a result, users tend to post short messages in the sense of snapshots moods and feelings as well as for up-to-date events and current situation commenting [5], [6]. This is the essence to why Twitter messages are increasingly used by health care researchers and professionals for surveillance and reporting of many diseases spread.

Malaria disease is caused by the Plasmodium genus that is transmitted between humans by
Anopheles mosquitoes [7]. The Anopheles responsible for transmitting the Plasmodium genus is very sensitive to the environment conditions. Rainfall volume is one of the most frequently reported determinants of Malaria transmission by these Anopheles mosquitoes [8]. This meteorological factor affects the incubation, developmental and survival stages of mosquitoes, and Plasmodium within the mosquito though their effects are delayed to about two weeks for Malaria symptoms to start manifesting [9]. Rainfall plays a significant role in provision of the breeding sites of the Anopheles [7].

There have been some other interesting works that used SNS to study about Malaria and other mosquito born diseases. However, none have directly reported instances of Malaria using these SNS. In addition, they rely only on previous Malaria instances to define or validate their new methods of monitoring this disease. As far as we know no research has been conducted leveraging Twitter to directly estimate current number of Malaria instances in a particular area and comparing with live-precipitation volume in that area. The contribution of our work to the monitoring and reporting of Malaria diseases is summarized in two points as follows:

• We leveraged Twitter in order to fast and real-time monitor and report on Malaria instances in Nigeria and,

• We studied the relationship between those Malaria instances and the precipitation volume in the same country as a way to both validate our Twitter data and assess the usefulness of precipitation as another important warning factor of Malaria potential occurrence.

2. RELATED WORKS

In the last few decades, research articles interfacing illness diseases connected with web-based social networking have expanded in number because of the expansion in accessibility of real-time data from different geo-locations. In [4], James and Hassan proposed a conceptual Malaria Surveillance System that leverages SNS with a view to enhancing decision making by public health professionals. Their proposed system is composed of a data collection module which uses Twitter search interface API to extract message containing key words like Malaria, outbreak and intervention messages. Their conceptual system uses WHO Malaria data of year 2004–2014 as a basis of evaluation. Interestingly, this was the first ever work to have leveraged Twitter, as they themselves declared, in order to mine the data about Malaria disease. However, they module does not directly estimate the instances of Malaria and still use the past Twitter data and past Center for Diseases Control (CDC) data. A live module that monitor Malaria Tweets is needed and also validating these social media data with other facts like rainfall, not only CDC data, is also helpful for improved and extended Malaria monitoring and reporting strategies. This is where we began and propose a model that directly estimates the malaria instances using Twitter and relates those instances with the precipitation volume in the same period.

A research about tropical diseases mapping in Indonesia in [10] used Twitter Representational State Transfer (REST) API and crawled Tweets related to the diseases dominant in the tropical area of our globe mainly Malaria, Dengue and Avian flu. They used 5-folds Bernoulli Naive Bayes to classify the Tweets into tropical diseases related or not disease and then mapped those diseases tweets to different regions on a map to signal which disease is dominant in a particular region in Indonesia. Their work is interesting as it can help health care professionals allocate exact resources to combat a particular disease in an exact area. Nevertheless, it still does not provide directly real-time estimates on Malaria disease itself. [11] is also another work that leveraged SNSs for the surveillance of dis-
eases. This research studied the prediction of Flu trends using Twitter data. Basing on the data they collected during 2009 and 2010 they found that the volume of Flu related Tweets is highly correlated to the volume of Influenza Like Illness (ILI) cases collected by CDC. Then they applied regressive model on the historic CDC data to forecast the future ILI cases and found that Tweets improved their model of prediction. They concluded that Twitter data provides real-time assessment of ILI activity. This work among others exploit Twitter and retrieved useful insights helpful for diseases monitoring. Unfortunately few of them have covered Malaria so far.

Many researchers have published a strong relationship between Malaria Anopheles development and rainfall. A research by A. Ayandade et al. in [12] is quite comparable to ours. In their research they studied the relation between intra-annual climate variability and Malaria transmission in Nigeria. They results show that Malaria is a function of, mainly rainfall, and that temperature or humidity influences the longevity of the Anopheles breedings. They showed monthly climate conditions suitable for Malaria and those conditions were calculated on the basis of the percentage of monthly rainfall, temperature, humidity and Malaria occurrences in different zones of the country of Nigeria. K. Olayemi et al in [13] studied the climate of North Central Nigeria along with the relation of that climate with Malaria. Their results indicated that north central Nigeria is clearly seasonal and that seasonality influences Malaria transmission. They stated that rainy season provides optimal condition for breeding, human biting activity and survival of Anopheles mosquitoes thus, significantly enhancing the intensity of Malaria transmission during that period.

Also A. B. Adigun et al. in [14] and Gbenga J. Ahiodum et al. in [9] studied this relationship. The advantages of these three works on Malaria and rain volume relationship is that they proved precipitation as another metric which can be used to predict Malaria disease occurrences. However, most of them are expensive and time consuming. They used not real-time data as the SNS that we proposed which is faster and economically affordable.

In our work we proved that real-time Malaria monitoring model using Twitter can also be used as a reliable and robust system to estimate Malaria cases by comparing with the real-time precipitation volume. We achieved it by applying Pearson Correlation Coefficient on Malaria instances from Twitter and average precipitation calculated over the sum of daily rain in 24 main areas in Nigeria.

3. METHODOLOGY

In our research we streamed live Twitter messages mentioning Malaria. We preprocessed those Tweets and classified them into two different classes namely Malaria cases related Tweets and Malaria cases unrelated Tweets by using SVM classifier. Then we calculated the relationship between those Malaria cases with the precipitation volume in Nigeria. The system model of our work is shown in Fig. 1.
3.1 Twitter Streaming and Storage

We created an API account in order to have credential from Twitter and then crawled worldwide tweets with 'malaria' filter keyword from May 8, till November 15, 2018. During that period of six months and one week we managed to crawl 19 Megabytes (Mbs) equivalent to 160000 rows of Malaria tweets worldwide. Those Tweets were stored as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) formatted data in Sqlite3 database.

3.2 Geocoding Nigerian Malaria Tweets

To select in the Nigerian Malaria Tweets from the entire worldwide Malaria dataset, we used a normal python program that took the worldwide Malaria dataset as input, and set 'nigeria' as selection condition along with other 51 locations (cities and states) in Nigeria which are likely to be in the location section of a typical Tweet, and filtered in Malaria Tweets in Nigeria only. This geocoding step gave us a dataset of 52000 rows of Malaria tweets in Nigeria. A sample of such Tweets is shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 Twitter Data Preprocessing

We applied different Natural Language Processing Toolkits (NLTK) to clean out the undesirable characters from the Tweets. Those tools include regular expressions, stop words and duplicate removal, and stemming. After those preprocessing, we remained with 12425 Tweets ready to be classified into cases related to or unrelated to Malaria.

One of the important techniques in the preparation of Tweets for classification is stop words removal. Stop words in NLTK are English words often occurring repeatedly in sentence but carrying no meaningful information to the subject of a sentence. They are sub-sentences connectors, pronouns or some auxiliary verbs like 'do', 'have', 'can' and so on [15].

However, in some sentences classification, stop words can play an unavoidable role to infer the correct meaning of a sentence. Similarly, in our Tweets some stop words were kept in the sentences because of their role in the meaning of a sentence as a Malaria cases or not. For instance, the 'my Malaria is becoming worse' sentence indicates a Malaria cases because of the stop word 'my'. By contrast, if a Twitter user Tweets for example 'Malaria is becoming worse', without 'my', it becomes a general sentence which might mean Malaria in the whole region or something else. Such sentence would be classified unrelated to Malaria. Also I do have Malaria and I do have Malaria are differently classified. Consequently 'do' and 'don’t' are also not considered as stop words in our classification process. So, stop words like 'my', 'his', 'I', 'yours', 'have', 'do' and so on were kept in the Tweet sentence by creating a white list of stop words.

3.4 Oversampling Preprocessing

Tweets classification using supervised learning methods task is challenging in several respects. One of the most complicating aspect is the fact that

---

Fig. 2. Sample tweets after applying geocoding,
tweets expressing an opinion about a given topic usually present a skewed polarity distribution. In this case, any classifier would be biased towards the majority class. In order to cope with this problem, many projects which use Twitter as their source of data use oversampling to eliminate the imbalance into their data [16], [17]. One feature of a good classifier is having a relatively sufficient amount of training data equitably balanced according to the classes defined.

Our training data set was also unbalanced. Tweets manually labeled as Malaria case was scarce compared to other Twitter messages just mentioning Malaria disease without necessarily telling a Malaria patient. We solved it by using a random oversampling technique. To apply it, we first of all studied the main vocabularies in the sentences labeled Malaria cases. Then we built a python program that combines those vocabularies in names, pronouns and verbs into a meaningful random sentence. With that program we were able to generate any amount of different sentences related to Malaria. As we were aware of the potential flaw of repetition of the same random sentence with this technique, we also used a duplicate sentence removal module and eliminated multiplicatively generated random sentences.

3.5 Training Model and Classification

A Tweet was labeled related to Malaria instance if it talks about someone suffering from Malaria, either Tweet user himself or the user talking about someone else having the Malaria but in his direct vicinity: for example if they are in the same family or place. For instance 'My girlfriend is on Malaria drugs' or 'We have a Malaria patient in our village'. The Tweet also has to be reported not from a far past time. We accepted a Tweet within one week maximum. For instance 'She recovered from Malaria' would be labeled unrelated to Malaria patient but I stopped Malaria drugs a week ago' would be a Malaria instance Tweet. We manually labeled 205 Malaria related Tweets, generated randomly 2295 Malaria related Tweets and combined with 2500 manually labeled Malaria unlabeled and we used a 5000 Tweets of training against 12425 unseen Tweets to be classified. A sample of those training Tweets and their two labels are shown in Fig. 3.

Then we built four different classification models including Bernoulli Naive Bayes test classifier denoted as NB, Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and XGboost (XGB), all with a 7:3 training-test ratio. We also tried 8-folds cross-validation for SVM, NB and RF. Support Vector Machine performed well and scored an accuracy of 96% as can be seen in Fig. 4. The results for different classification models are shown in Table 1. From that table we can visualize that ac-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBcv</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFcv</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVNcv</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Testing LinearSVC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>unrelat ed</th>
<th>related</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.54006524</td>
<td>0.97373737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.92708333</td>
<td>0.96501362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.97062725</td>
<td>0.96271638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.965116275065678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4, SVM classification results.

accuracies of all tried classifiers are promising. The table also records the precision, recall and F1-score performance metrics for a Tweet to be classified as Malaria case as shown in equations (2), (3) and (4) respectively.

The performance of a machine learning classifier can be evaluated by computing the following metrics. The number of correctly recognized class examples known as True Positives, the number of correctly recognized examples that do not belong to the class known as True Negatives, and examples that were incorrectly assigned to the class known as False Positives or that were not recognized as class examples known as False Negatives. These four counts constitute a confusion matrix as shown in Table 2 for the case of binary classification [17] as we used it in our paper. Accuracy, precision, recall and F1-Score are based on the data in the confusion matrix.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \tag{3}
\]

\[
F1 - \text{Score} = \frac{2 \times \text{Recall} \times \text{Precision}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}} \tag{4}
\]

Supervised machine learning performances are typically a function of their accuracy. One of the key objectives in classification is often to achieve a high accuracy. Accuracy approximates how effective the algorithm is by showing the probability of the true value of the class label as shown in equation (1). It assesses the overall effectiveness of the algorithm and it sometimes suffices enough the classification evaluation especially when the classification is binary as in our case [19], [19]. Precision tries to answer what proportion of positive identification was actually correct as indicated in (2). Recall defines the proportion of actual positive was identified correctly as in (3) while the F1-Score combines precision and recall relative to a specific class as in (4). F1-Score can also be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall.

The SVM classifier gave us a total of 596 Malaria instances in the whole Nigeria from May 8 till 15 November 2018. Those Malaria instances were counted day by day and then we serialized them on a week and monthly basis. The monthly trend of those Malaria instances are shown in Fig. 5. As it could be visualized the Malaria patients rose gradually from May, reached pick in September and then started decreasing.

3.6 Precipitation Volume Data

Nigeria has a tropical climate with two seasons:
gado and dry. The wet or rainy season commences from May and terminates early November. It highly affects the development of Anopheles which propagates Malaria [13]. The precipitation volume we compared with Malaria instances both in Nigeria is an average precipitation calculated over daily rain volume in 24 important climatic regions in Nigeria. We defined the main rainfall regions by referring to the work done by Akinsanola AA and K. Ogunjobi on the analysis of rainfall and temperature variability over Nigeria [21]. From those samples we observed that daily precipitations in July are relatively the highest in many regions. A reader may refer to the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the samples of daily precipitation in July and November respectively. The average was computed just by using an excel function 'average' and it was computed over the 24 regions. We then summed and serialized the daily average precipitation over week and month. The monthly trend of precipitation are shown in Fig. 8. As explained in the introduction, the trend shows an increase in precipitation from May till July and then started decreasing from August and it is comparable to the typical rainfall pattern in the whole Nigeria.

3.7 Calculation of Relation between Serial Malaria Instances and Precipitations in Nigeria

Correlation between two variables represents the strength of the putative linear association between the variables in question. It is a dimensionless quantity that takes a value in the range –1 to 1. A correlation coefficient of zero indicates that no linear relationship exists between two continuous variables. But a correlation of –1 or 1 indicates that the two variables are associated but not causal. If the coefficient of correlation is a positive number it means that the two variables increases or decreases similarly following same pattern. But contrast the correlation is negative if one variable increases while the other is decreasing or vice versa. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients are the two main statistical measures of
correlations. Pearson correlation is used when the two variables are of normally distributed data and when none of them is skewed. It also requires that none of the data to be compared are extreme data because it tends to be biased in that case. Our serial data meet all those requirements for the Pearson correlation coefficient. The Spearman correlation coefficient is used mainly when the data are skewed and it is a rank coefficient [22].

We calculated the correlation between the serial data of Malaria and those of precipitation by using a python program. The "corr (method=Pearson)" function we used is found in seaborn module of python. As we explained in the introduction of this paper, the effect of precipitation on the Anopheles development appear after 10 to 20 days or just a two weeks period interval. Keeping that in mind we compared Malaria instances with precipitations starting before as 2 weeks, one week and also starting at the same date. That is, for a two weeks-before comparison, we matched the sum of daily Malaria instances from May 15 till May 22 with the sum of averages of daily precipitation taken from May 1 till May 8 and so on. For the one week-before comparison, we matched the sum of daily Malaria instances from May 15 till May 22 with the sum of average precipitations taken from May 9 till May 15 and so on. And for the same-week comparison we matched the sum of daily Malaria instances from May 8 till May 15 with the sum of average precipitations taken from May 8 till May 15 and so on. The relational results in two weeks are shown in Fig. 9, the relation result in one week difference is in Fig. 10 and the relation when the Malaria instances and precipitations are of the same date are shown in Fig. 11. We also showed the trend in the relation of those variables by month and it can be seen in Fig. 12. Along with those combined trends we also calculated the correlation coefficient matrix to show how the two variables are correlated by coefficient value.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our research we fetched Malaria instances in Nigeria by crawling, preprocessing and classifying Malaria related messages from Twitter. Then we compared those Malaria instances with precipitation average calculated over 24 climatically main regions in Nigeria recorded daily from an internet website as could be referred to in [23].

We calculated the Pearson coefficient of correlation between weekly Malaria serial data and precipitation serial data in two weeks before, one week
before and same week. The results of correlations showed that correlation between Malaria and precipitation recorded two-weeks before occurrence of Malaria is 0.75 and is the highest. Also from Fig. 9 we can see that the trend of variation of Malaria and precipitation have fairly a similar pattern even though there are some minor differences in variations. The correlation when the precipitation are in 1 week before is 0.69 and the variation trend in Fig. 10 also shows a similar variation pattern. The comparison when both Malaria and precipitation vary starting from the same date gave a correlation coefficient of 0.55. The monthly trend of Malaria and precipitation is also shown in Fig. 12. As described in the introduction on the pattern of the rain fall in Nigeria which is recorded high from June and decreasing from October, we also noticed a same pattern. Our Malaria instances from Twitter vary following a similar trend with an exception in September where the Malaria fell while precipitation was rising.

5. CONCLUSION

Our research proposed a method for monitoring and reporting Malaria instances by using Malaria Twitter data and precipitation. We live-streamed Nigerian Twitter messages mentioning Malaria. Then we classified those messages into two classes namely Malaria case related and Malaria case unrelated classes by using SVM. The results of the class related to Malaria was then compared with average precipitation during the same period in Nigeria. The comparison results show a high correlation coefficient between those two variables. Therefore we can state that Twitter data can be used to directly monitor and report on Malaria instances. We also can conclude that Malaria outbreak can be predicted basing on the precipitation conditions especially in Nigeria and also some other parts of the SSA where Malaria is endemic.

We were not able to conduct our project during a whole year of 12 months or more because of limited time of our research schedule. As it would further improve correlation coefficient results, we plan to do it in our future research. Finally, we call for the health care especially those working in Malaria area to use SNSs to monitor and report on Malaria outbreaks and to include precipitation volume and seasonality in their planning about this disease so that we can eliminate it completely.
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